The scotogenic type I and type III seesaw models are good candidates to explain the existence of neutrino masses and dark matter simultaneously. However, since triplet fermions have SU(2) gauge interaction, they cannot be out of equilibrium before the electroweak symmetry breaking. Thus, leptogenesis seems to be difficult within a framework of the pure type III seesaw model. Some extension seems to be required to solve this fault. A model extended by introducing a singlet fermion could be such a simple example. If the singlet fermion is in the thermal equilibrium even for its extremely small neutrino Yukawa coupling, leptogenesis could be shown to occur successfully for a rather low mass of the singlet fermion. The required mass could be lowered to 10
Introduction
Leptogenesis is considered to be the most promising scenario for the generation of baryon number asymmetry in the Universe [1, 2] . In this scenario, lepton number asymmetry produced in some way is transformed to the baryon number asymmetry through the sphaleron interaction [3] . The lepton number asymmetry is usually considered to be caused through the decay of right-handed neutrinos which appear in the seesaw mechanism for the neutrino mass generation [4] . If the right-handed neutrinos have no interaction except for neutrino Yukawa couplings, both their production in the thermal plasma and their decay are brought about only through this interaction. If these couplings are strong, their production occurs effectively and they can reach equilibrium at an earlier stage.
However, washout of the generated lepton number asymmetry is also caused by them effectively. On the other hand, if these couplings are weak, their production is ineffective and their equilibrium value is realized at a later stage although the washout effect could be suppressed. As a result, only a restricted range of the neutrino Yukawa couplings is expected to cause the required baryon number asymmetry via the leptogenesis successfully.
This feature requires the mass of the right-handed neutrinos in the ordinary seesaw model to be more than 10
9 GeV [5] under the constraint of neutrino oscillation data as long as resonant leptogenesis [6] is not supposed. We find the similar feature in the scotogenic type I seesaw model [7] , which is a well-known model for both neutrino masses and dark matter (DM) [8, 9] . In this model, the right-handed neutrinos whose masses are in TeV ranges could have a chance to be each candidate for DM and a mother field of leptogenesis [10] .
The scotogenic type III seesaw model is known as another model which can connect the neutrino mass generation and the existence of DM at low energy regions [11] . It is a simple extension of the standard model (SM) by an additional inert doublet scalar η and SU(2) triplet fermions Σ α (α = 1 − n Σ ) which could play the same role as the righthanded neutrinos in the scotogenic type I seesaw model. If odd parity of a Z 2 symmetry imposed on the model is assigned to these new fields and all other fields are assumed to have its even parity, the neutrino masses are forbidden at a tree level but they are generated through a one-loop diagram. This model can have also two DM candidates, a neutral component of η and the lightest neutral one of Σ α , whose stability is guaranteed by the Z 2 symmetry. In both cases, one might expect that the decay of the lightest or next lightest triplet fermion causes the lepton number asymmetry depending on which is the DM since it violates the lepton number. However, this decay is difficult to cause a net lepton number asymmetry unfortunately since Σ α are considered to have masses near the TeV ranges. Since the triplet fermions Σ α have SU(2) gauge interaction differently from the right-handed neutrino, it cannot be out of equilibrium before the electroweak symmetry breaking [12] . a In that case, their decay cannot satisfy the Sakharov conditions for the generation of the lepton number asymmetry. In this paper, we try to extend the scotogenic type III seesaw model to incorporate the leptogenesis in it in a self-contained way assuming that the Σ α mass is much smaller than O(10 9 ) GeV. In that extension, the sufficient baryon number asymmetry is found to be produced by a mother fermion with a mass of O(10 4 ) GeV.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce a scotogenic type III seesaw model and give a brief review of the neutrino mass generation and the DM abundance in it. After that, its extension is discussed by introducing a singlet fermion and we address how it makes leptogenesis possible. In section 3, the leptogenesis is studied quantitatively to show that it could occur for a rather low mass mother fermion. The paper is summarized in section 4.
2 A hybrid scotogenic model 2.1 Neutrino mass and DM abundance in scotogenic type III seesaw
The scotogenic type III seesaw model [11] is characterized by the neutrino Yukawa couplings of SU(2) triplet fermions Σ α with a hypercharge Y = 0 and an inert doublet scalar η with Y = −1, which are given as
a Leptogenesis in the type III seesaw model has been studied in [13] . It has been shown that the sufficient lepton number asymmetry can be generated as long as the mass of the mother triplet fermion is larger than O(10 9 ) GeV. However, it has also discussed that successful leptogenesis is not so easy for a much lighter triplet fermion. where Σ α is defined by Σ α ≡ feature of the model is that both M α and M η can take much smaller values in comparison with typical ones for the right-handed neutrino masses in the ordinary type I seesaw model as long as |λ 5 | ≪ 1 is satisfied.
Another interesting feature is that the model could explain a required value of the DM abundance. The model has two DM candidates as mentioned above, that is, the lightest Σ 0 α and the lightest neutral component of η. Both of them have the Z 2 odd parity. In this paper, we focus our study on a case where η is DM.
b This DM candidate has been extensively studied in many articles [7, 15] . There, it has been proved that the lightest neutral component of η with the mass of O (1 without serious fine tuning. In the following discussion, we just assume M η = O(1) TeV which can guarantee the DM abundance.
These are common features to the scotogenic type I seesaw model. However, a problem is caused in the leptogenesis through a nature of Σ α , which has SU(2) gauge interactions other than the neutrino Yukawa couplings given in eq. (1) . As a result, the Σ α decay cannot generate the lepton number asymmetry differently from the right-handed neutrino decay in the scotogenic type I seesaw model. This is because they cannot leave the thermal equilibrium until a scale of the electroweak symmetry breaking as noted before. In order to remedy this fault and make the leptogenesis available in this framework, we have to consider some extension of the model.
A simple extension of the model
As a simple extension, c we consider to introduce a Z 2 odd singlet fermion N and add several new terms to the Lagrangian given in eq. (1) such that
b The study of a case in which Σ 0 is DM can be found in [11, 14] . c The hybrid model of the type I and type III is considered in a different context [16] . d Although masses of Σ α and N could be supposed to be generated by a vacuum expectation value of S [12] , they are assumed to be independent parameters for simplicity in this study.
where S is a Z 2 even real scalar which has potential At first, we address how N could be in the thermal equilibrium in such a case that its
Yukawa couplings h N i are very small. We suppose that S has a non-minimal coupling with Ricci scalar such as ξ 2
S
2 R. In that case, S could play a role of inflaton in the same way as Higgs inflation [17, 18] . This inflation is expected to explain the present observational data for the CMB well for appropriate values of λ S and ξ. Since its detail is not crucial for the present purpose, we confine the present discussion to the estimation of reheating temperature only. e The reheating is dominantly caused by the S decay to Σ 1.2 pairs through the couplings in eq. (5) 
where y 1,2 = y Σ is assumed and g * = 121.5 is used for relativistic degrees of freedom in the model. Here, it is important to note that N is pair-produced in the thermal plasma through the scattering of Σ 1,2 pairs mediated by S even if the Yukawa coupling constants h N i are sufficiently small. In that case, the Yukawa coupling constants h N i could be irrelevant to the determination of the abundance of N. This is a completely different situation from the pure scotogenic type I seesaw case [7] . On the other hand, using the assumption m S 2 > M 1,2 > M N , we can roughly estimate the freeze-out temperature of e Several inflation scenarios have been discussed in the scotogenic type I seesaw model extended by a singlet scalar [19] . GeV.
Eqs. (6) and (7) suggest that N could reach the thermal equilibrium at a certain temperature T such as T D < T < T R . After that, it decouples from the thermal plasma at T < T D and starts the out-of-equilibrium decay to ℓη † to generate the lepton number asymmetry.
In order to confirm that this scenario works, as an example, we fix the relevant parameters as follows,
For these parameters, the reheating temperature obtained through the S decay can be estimated as T R ≃ 4 × 10 11 GeV from eq. (6) . To examine the evolution of the number density of N, we solve the Boltzmann equation for the number density of N [20] ,
where Σ 1,2 are supposed to be in the thermal equilibrium. z and H(M N ) are defined as
by using the N number density n N and the entropy density s. Y eq N represents its equilibrium value. γ D and γ ΣΣ stand for the reaction density of the N decay and the 2-2 scattering Σ α Σ α → NN, respectively [21] .
The solution of eq. (9) is plotted in Fig. 2 . In the left panel, the ratio of each reaction rate to the Hubble parameter The comparison of both panels suggests that the thermal equilibrium abundance of N is realized when the 2-2 scattering reaches the equilibrium, and it is kept still after the 2-2 scattering leaves the equilibrium. The out-of-equilibrium decay of N starts at z > 1.
Since Y N (z R ) = 0 is assumed as an initial value at T R , the right panel shows that N is efficiently produced by the 2-2 scattering and Y 
Leptogenesis
The N decay could satisfy the Sakharov condition and then it generates the lepton number asymmetry, which is converted to the baryon number asymmetry through the sphaleron process. If the sphaleron is in the thermal equilibrium, the baryon number B is found to be related with B − L as B = 
where the dimensionless parameter z is defined in the previous part and z EW is fixed by the sphaleron decoupling temperature
The CP asymmetry in the N decay is dominantly caused by the interference between a tree diagram and a one-loop vertex diagram which has Σ α in an internal line. They are shown in Fig. 3 . It is calculated as [23] 
where G(x, y) is defined as
In order to estimate the lepton number asymmetry quantitatively, we need to fix a flavor structure of neutrino Yukawa coupling constants h αi and h N i . f Here, we adopt the tri-bimaximal flavor structure as an example. In the previous works [7] , we find that tri-bimaximal flavor structure does not cause serious effect in the study of leptogenesis compared with the one where non-zero θ 13 is taken into account. g We assume [25] 
where h N i is taken to be very small so that it is irrelevant to the neutrino mass and mixing. By using this flavor structure of the neutrino Yukawa couplings, ε is found to be expressed
where
. Here, we should note that ε could take a larger value compared with the one in the pure scotogenic type I seesaw model since a singlet fermion is replaced by a triplet fermion Σ α in an internal line of the one-loop diagram.
If N is in the thermal equilibrium, the substantial generation of the lepton number asymmetry is expected to start at z ∼ 1, where N leaves equilibrium as found in the right panel of Fig 
is assumed. If the out-of-equilibrium decay of N starts at z ∼ 1, its decay width
On the other hand, its decay should be completed at f As stressed in [24] , ε does not depend on the PMNS matrix. However, the PMNS matrix could affect the reaction rate of the processes which contribute to the washout of the generated lepton number asymmetry. g Although the model is different from the one studied in [7] , the neutrino mass generation is the same except that N is replaced by Σ 0 as shown in Fig. 1 . Since non-zero θ 13 effects on the neutrino Yukawa couplings are considered to appear in both models in the same way, we can follow the results there.
some z T before reaching the sphaleron decoupling temperature T EW ∼ 100 GeV and then
In such a case, Y N can take its equilibrium value at z > z T . These impose the condition such as 6.2 × 10 −10
This suggests that a favored range of h N becomes narrower for a smaller value of M N .
The situation is completely different from the case discussed above, if N has to be produced only through the neutrino Yukawa coupling h N from an initial value Y N (z R ) = 0.
Since the inverse decay rate of N which is a dominant process of the N production is
N can be realized at a much lower temperature such as z > 1 for small values of h N . It is found in the right panel of Fig. 2 . Thus, the substantial lepton number generation starts at a larger z where Y N (z) is much smaller than Y eq N (1). This is one of the reasons why the low scale leptogenesis is not so easy in the ordinary seesaw model. The present model could escape this difficulty since the Yukawa coupling h N is irrelevant to both the N production and the neutrino mass generation.
In the above discussion, the washout efficiency κ for the generated lepton number asymmetry is not taken into account quantitatively. The lepton number asymmetry could be washed out mainly by the lepton number violating 2-2 scattering such as ηη → ℓ i ℓ j and ηℓ i → η †l j which are mediated by Σ α and also the inverse decay of Σ α and N. Since these processes could be heavily suppressed by the Boltzmann factor at a low temperature region z ≫ 1 (M 1 ≫ T ), we can take κ ≃ 1 if the lepton number asymmetry is mainly generated at this region. Such a situation is expected to occur in a tiny h N case. On the other hand, if the lepton number asymmetry is generated at a smaller z region such as value of Y N . It can be realized through the 2-2 scattering of the Σ α pair as addressed in the previous part. The Boltzmann equation analyzed here is
where Y eq ℓ stands for the equilibrium value of leptons which is expressed as
stands for a reaction density for the decay of the fermion f , and γ ηℓ and γ ηη represent the reaction density for ηℓ i → η †l j and ηη → ℓ i ℓ j , respectively. In order to find the behavior of the generated lepton number asymmetry, we use the values listed in eq. (8) for h N , M N , M 1 and M 2 . If we fix M η and λ 5 , the neutrino Yukawa couplings h 1,2 are determined through eq. (4) by imposing the neutrino oscillation data.
As an example, we fix them at M η = 10 3 GeV and |λ 5 | = 6 × 10 −4 . i These parameters
give the CP asymmetry |ε| ≃ 10 −7 for the maximal CP phase. In Fig. 4 , the solutions Y N and |Y L | of eqs. (9) and (17) On the other hand, in the latter case plotted in the right panel, the generated |Y L | is found h Since the lepton number violation due to the sphaleron is not introduced in this equation, this Y L should be understood as −Y B−L . i We consider the η DM here. In that case, we have to note that |λ 5 | is restricted by the direct DM search experiments as |λ 5 | > 5 × 10 −6 [7, 27] . not to reach the required value. This result can be easily understood by comparing both panels in Fig. 4 , which shows that Y N in the latter case reaches and leaves the equilibrium value at a lower temperature (z e ∼ 4) compared with the former case (z e ∼ 1). It directly results in a smaller value of |Y L | since it can be approximately estimated from
with the same κ. This example suggests that the leptogenesis could occur successfully for a rather small mass of the mother fermion in the present model. At a smaller h N region, especially, the sufficient baryon number asymmetry is expected to be obtained, since the sufficiently late decay of N allows almost all the generated lepton number asymmetry to escape the washout (κ ≃ 1) and be preserved. to be caused by a hybrid nature of the model which makes the CP asymmetry ε larger compared with the pure scotogenic type I seesaw model [7] .
In the right panel of Fig we list parameters relevant to the leptogenesis in Table 1 . This suggests that the lower bound of M N could be 10 4 GeV at least in the present model. j If the relevant parameters j The possibility of low scale leptogenesis in the scotogenic type I seesaw has been intensively studied in [24] . They concluded M N > ∼ 10 4 GeV for the successful leptogenesis just assuming N is in the thermal in the model are fixed at appropriate values which can realize |ε| > ∼ 10 −7 and suppress the washout due to Σ α simultaneously at least for a sufficiently small h N , the low scale leptogenesis could be allowed in this model in a consistent way with the neutrino mass generation, the DM abundance and also the inflation. We need no serious tuning for them even in that case.
Finally, we remarks on the signatures in the collider experiment caused by the present low scale leptogenesis. Collider phenomenology expected for the triplet fermions has been discussed extensively in [28] . Following it, any promising signature of the triplet fermions cannot be expected in the collider physics at least near future, since their masses should be larger than O(10 4 ) GeV for the successful leptogenesis. On the other hand, even if the signatures of inert doublet scalars η are discovered, it seems to be difficult to distinguish the scotogenic type III model from the scotogenic type I model.
Summary
The scotogenic type III seesaw model is an interesting model which can link the neutrino mass generation and the existence of DM. Unfortunately, it cannot explain the baryon number asymmetry in the Universe through the leptogenesis. Since heavy fermions in the model are triplets of SU (2) and then have the gauge interaction, they are kept in the thermal equilibrium until the electroweak scale. As its consequence, they cannot generate equilibrium initially. Although we do not exhaust the parameter space, the similar bound of M N is obtained in the present model. the lepton number asymmetry through the out-of-equilibrium decay.
We proposed a simple extension of the model by introducing a singlet fermion so as to incorporate successful leptogenesis. Since this singlet fermion could be irrelevant to the neutrino mass generation by assuming its Yukawa coupling constants are very small, its out-of-equilibrium decay could be possible even if it is not so heavy. If its thermal equilibrium could be prepared not through its Yukawa couplings but through other interaction, the leptogenesis caused by its decay at a low temperature region could explain the required baryon number asymmetry. As such a process, we supposed the singlet fermions pair production caused by the pair annihilation of the triplet fermions which are produced in the inflaton decay. Since the triplet fermions are in the thermal equilibrium at an early stage, the singlet fermions could reach the thermal equilibrium at a high temperature where its equilibrium number density takes a large value. Several parameter dependences of this leptogenesis were clarified in details. We also showed that the required baryon number asymmetry could be generated even for the small mass of the singlet fermion like O(10 4 ) GeV as long as the relevant parameters have suitable values.
The scenario might be applicable for the low scale leptogenesis in other models for the neutrino mass, the DM and the inflation.
